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SUb:- Performance ba d'
.
d .
se incentive to feeder In-charge under loss Re uction
Programme
In order to achieve the target of AT&C loss at the level of 15% by March-2019 as per
ma~date of UDAY, the Chairman Discoms vide standing order No. 16/01 Dtd. 20.06.2016 has suggested
various measures for loss reduction, accordingly it has been decided that performance based incentive
schem.e be formulated

to the feeder Incharge so that target as assigned could be achieved. The

lncentive Scheme shall be applicable in all the circles for llKV rural feeders only under loss reduction
programme as underg
1.Desi nated. feeder Incharge (Technical Helper) be deployed on rural feeder to perform various
loss reduction activities.
2. Circle Sf will asslgn feeder wise AT&C loss target on a quarterly basis.

3. Feeder in charge will also be liable to perform following specific functions in addition to the
normal duties on incentive basis:(i)

Meter reading
Bill distribution
DC notice distribution
Cash collection
Meter replacement

(ii)
(Hi)
(iv)
[v]

rate/minimum

The incentive shall be worked out on the basis of 50% of the applicable ClRC
approved rate in other contracts of the above specific function for each month. Out of

this 50% amount so worked out for each month shall be paid upfront every month on verification of
above activity by a Committee consisting of sub-divisional AEN, JEN concerned and ARO of the SubDivision. The remaining

50% of each month shall be paid at the end of the quarter subject to

achieving quarterly AT&C target prescribed for feeder on verification by committee consisting of
Circle AO and SE concerned. This balance 50% amount per month under review shall not be
.3yable

to the feeder incharge if the prescribed AT&C targets are not achieved. However, the

rpfront payment shall continue. The example is illustrated as be/ow:(i)

Payment

due is Rs. 100.00/- month (as per CLRC/minimum

approved

rates in other contracts).

(ii)

Out of this Rs. 50.00 will be considered payable for incentive.

(iii)

Out of this Rs. 50.00 payable 50% of the amount i.e. Rs 25.00 will be
paid upfront every month.

(iv)

Balance

Rs. 25.00 per month will be payable to the feeder incharge

after three months subject to achievement

of prescribed quarterly AT&C

target every quarter.
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cash receipts

Simultaneously,

provided

by the consumers

with

available

records.

records thereof will also by completed in a register to be maintained

bY the sub-division allotting pages there in binder wise for further verification by the
audit wing/inspecting

officers.

Interest allowed to consumers at the level of sub- Divisional officer will further
be sent through Input Advice C8~12 to the billing agencies under transaction code
54 for incorporating the amount of realization through adjustment in respective
consumer account, accordingly. All SEs are also requested to circulate this order to
the offices under his control.
This bears approval of the MD, Jodhpur Discorn,Jodhpur.
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(Dr. S.K.
Chief Accounts Officer (B&R)
Jodhpur Discern, Jodhpur.

Copy to the following for information and necessary action :_
1. The Chief Engineer(JD-Z/BKN-Z/BMR-Z),Jdvvnl.
Jodhpur IBikanerl Sarmer.
2. The Sr Accounts Officer(JD-Z/BKN-Z/BMR-Z), Jdvvnl. Jodhpur ISikanerl Sarmer.
3. The Superintending Engineer(O&MIIT/CC/DC)
Jdvvnl..
for

circulation to the offices under his contro/.
4. TAlPA to MDIDir(TIF),Jdvvnl, Jodhpur.
5. MIs Hell, with request to allow interest on security deposited by consumer,
immediately. They will further ensure to provide output to the Corporate Officel
Unit Office where amount of interest computed is more than Rs. 5,0001-. List of
such consumers will be provided to the Unit Offices as well as to circle AO
I
concerned,separately.
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(Dr. S.K. G~~)
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Chief Accounts Officer (B&R)
Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur.
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